Welcome to a new semester of HIST 118 at Rice University! You probably have some questions about this course. Below, I’ll do my best to answer them. If you have a question that you don’t see answered, feel free to email me or stop by my office, preferably during office hours.∗ You can also stop by to chat about anything that comes up in this course; I’d love to meet and get to know you better.

What is Different about This Course?

This will not be a typical history “survey” of the sort you might be accustomed to from high school. It differs in at least three ways:

Big Difference #1 We will not even attempt to “cover” everything; instead, we will “uncover” what historians do.

Many traditional history surveys attempt to cram every person, place, and thing that was important in this period into students’ heads. I disagree with this approach, because I think it’s more important in the long run for you to understand what U.S. historians do. So instead of organizing our study around the question of “What happened next?” we will be considering bigger questions, like these:

• How do historians decide what to include in the stories they tell about the past?
• What makes the stories professional historians tell about the last 165 years different from other stories about the past, including ones you may have heard outside of any history class?
• Why is it possible to tell different stories about the same past events, even when the basic facts about many events are already known, and what makes one story better than another?

By seriously pursuing these questions, my hope and expectation is that you will emerge from this course with a much better understanding of American history than you would get from a class where the teacher is determined to “cover” a fixed body of content.

Big Difference #2 We will not simply work our way through a textbook; instead, we will attempt to write pieces of a textbook.

This semester we will be reading portions of a new open-access, online, collaboratively written textbook called the American Yawp†. Its editors started the project while working on their Ph.D degrees in

∗ My email address is caleb.mcdaniel@rice.edu. I’m also on Twitter as @wcaleb. My office is in Humanities 330, and you can find me there on Thursdays from 2 to 4 p.m.

† http://americanyawp.com
history here at Rice. However, we will not be discussing everything covered by this textbook in class, nor will you be responsible for memorizing everything in it. Instead, you’ll have to make tough decisions about which material from the textbook and other assigned readings needs to be included in new, short historical narratives that you will write to answer particular questions.

I believe the best way for you to understand what historians do is to try doing it yourself. One of the things historians do is synthesize complex interpretations of the past into concise narratives aimed at undergraduate students. So in this course, we’ll do this, too, by writing, revising, and reviewing chunks of a textbook like the Yawp.

I also have intentionally said that we will be doing this, because I will also be doing many of the writing assignments I give to you. Much like your math or chemistry professor tries to demonstrate how to solve problems by working them herself, I’m going to work alongside you and share how I think about our common task.

Big Difference #3  We will not begin in 1848 and proceed chronologically to the present; instead, we will start with present-day events and questions and work our way back to 1848.

Most history courses you’ve had probably began at some past Point A and moved through a series of events to Point B. This course will be driven, instead, by questions about Point B. I have derived most of these questions from recent headlines from the fall of 2014, when the midterm elections, relations with Cuba and North Korea, and “Black Lives Matter” protests were all in the news. We will turn to the past to try to understand better these present-day events, sometimes going all the way back to 1848 in the process.

This approach may seem disorienting at first, but it will allow us to tackle two more big questions:

• Do any historical events and institutions dating back as far as 1848 still affect how Americans live and think today? If so, which have the greatest influence?
• Can studying the history of the United States since 1848 illuminate or help solve present-day problems? If so, how?

By seriously pursuing these questions, I hope you’ll leave the course understanding that historians have a particular way of thinking about things that can be applied to the present moment as much as to 1913 or 1863. Our premise is that if you want to understand why things are the way they are in our world, you can’t look just to biology or psychology or contemporary social and economic arrangements—you must also look to the past.
What Should I Be Able to Do by Semester’s End?

I want you to focus this semester on mastering the following skills, which are essential to what all historians do. I’ve given each learning objective a shorthand nickname so that you and I can refer to these as we reflect on your progress in the course.*

1. **Narrativity:** Craft complex historical narratives that answer a question or solve a problem using sophisticated understandings of causation, continuity, and change over time.

2. **Evidence:** Thoroughly support and revise your claims about the past using critical approaches to the best and most relevant available evidence.

3. **Empathy:** Look for the potential strengths and insights offered by alternative points of view on or in the past, even or especially when they conflict with your own or conventional understandings.

4. **Style:** Communicate your ideas clearly and concisely in writing, with an appropriate level of detail and awareness of audience.

5. **Self-reflection:** Show you can think reflexively and critically about your own ongoing development as a student of history.

These objectives may sound deceptively simple; in reality, each one implies a variety of other habits of thinking that will be spelled out in class. On the other hand, some of these objectives may mystify you, but that is to be expected at the beginning of a course. Your aim this semester should be to learn better what these things mean and how to do them—how to think like a historian.

You may notice that I have not included any statement about the body of content (names, dates, facts) that you should know by the end of the course. But the assignments that I have designed to help you cultivate these skills (and to help us both assess your learning) will require you to learn a lot about U.S. History since 1848. The reverse, in my experience, is not necessarily true: a course designed to cram information about U.S. history into your head would not necessarily teach you the above five skills of narrativity, evidence, empathy, style, and self-reflection, and those are the ones I consider most important in an introductory course.†

What Are We Going to Be Doing, and When?

At the beginning of the semester, I will create a Google Doc for each student and share yours with you, so that both you and I can edit it. All of your assigned work this semester will be added to this individual document, and it is also the place where I will give you feedback on your work.

* These five points are really important, and I’ll be referring to them below and in class as your learning objectives. Be sure you study and remember where to find them.

† It’s worth noting that versions of these skills have also been identified by the American Historical Association, the primary professional organization of historians in the United States, as part of the core competencies that history students should learn. See [http://bit.ly/1DtmaA3](http://bit.ly/1DtmaA3) for more details.
Assignment Overview

For homework, you’ll be doing two things every week:

1. **Completing writing assignments in your Google Doc.** I will give you one writing assignment to complete outside of class that will be due every Monday by 8:00 a.m. You will complete this assignment in your Doc. Length and type of assignments will vary but will typically not exceed 1-2 pages a week. The most common assignment will be to write (or revise) a historical narrative using evidence provided to you. I will sometimes give you writing assignments to do in class; they will also be completed in your Doc, so whenever possible, bring a computer that can edit Docs with you. Finally, I may sometimes pose a direct question to you when commenting on your writing; consider it part of your assignment to reply to such queries.

2. **Completing reading assignments online.** All of the assigned texts for this class will be delivered to you electronically. Sometimes you will be reading chapters or chunks of chapters from the American Yawp. At other times you may be reading short historical documents, long-form online essays, or scholarly articles by historians. There will be reading to do before every class, and within the first two or three weeks you should have a sense of the typical reading load. I promise to keep the load consistent over time.

Anything that I tell you about in class or give you to read outside of class becomes part of the “available evidence” that you will draw on to complete writing assignments. Note that the writing and reading assignments will always be related. You will read with the writing assignments in mind, and incorporate what you read in your writing. It is absolutely crucial, therefore, to do the readings and to put them to use.

There are no mid-terms; that means you can expect your basic workload to remain steady every week throughout the semester. I will announce and explain all writing and reading assignments using our course’s OWL-Space page.

There will be one final assignment, which you will complete by the last day of the final exam period, which differs from these earlier assignments. In it, you will be asked to prepare a formal written statement of your own growth as a historian over the course of the semester, and you will also be asked to comment online on selected portions of the American Yawp. This assignment will not be considerably longer than the earlier ones, but it will be different in kind, in that it will require you to transfer skills learned earlier in the semester to a new setting. Details will be distributed in class.

* If you do not have a computer or mobile device that you can bring to class, that’s okay, but please let me know ASAP so we can make alternate arrangements on days when we work on Docs in class.
Schedule Overview

I’m not going to provide a detailed, class-by-class schedule on this syllabus, for reasons directly related to the learning objectives above.* I want to be able to tailor our collective readings and assignments based on my sense of which skills the class most needs to improve, or which parts of American history you already know and which you need to know better in order to develop as a historian.

Structure will be provided not by a detailed calendar, but by the regularity of the week-to-week assignments described above: writing on your Google Doc by early Monday morning, completing readings before class every Tuesday and Thursday.

That said, I do have some broad questions that I’d like to explore with you, and I plan for the semester to unfold according to this rough outline:

Weeks 1-2  We will focus in these weeks on introducing the big questions I’ve listed at the beginning of this syllabus, and understanding the five objectives—narrativity, evidence, empathy, style, and self-reflection—that I want you to focus on. We will see examples of these things in action using some case studies of historians at work.

Weeks 3-5  Have you ever thought about where the T-shirts you own are made, and why it seems easier to buy a T-shirt made outside the United States instead of in it? Why is that, given that the United States is and long has been one of the largest producers of cotton in the world and its leading cotton exporter? Can the history of the United States since 1848 help us to explain this state of affairs?

Weeks 6-9  Towards the end of 2014, the State Department had its hands full, first with the partial normalization of U.S. relations with Cuba and then with the reports that North Korean hackers might have targeted Sony Pictures as retaliation for its production of The Interview. Pundits often discussed these events in terms of the ending of the Cold War. How might longer historical perspectives on American relations with both countries, going all the way back to the mid-nineteenth-century, illuminate their seemingly abrupt appearance in twenty-first century headlines? (Spring Break falls during these weeks.)

Weeks 10-12  One of the biggest news headlines this past fall was the sweeping victory of Republicans at the midterm elections, which vaulted them to their largest share of Congress since World War II. Among those elected were Mia Love and Tim Scott—respectively,

* I’ve observed in my own past experience as a teacher and a student that detailed schedules often (but not always) go hand-in-hand with an approach to teaching history that is more focused on “coverage” of a fixed body of content than on cultivating a deeper understanding of what historians do. The idea I used to have when planning a course was that there was a set number of topics we had to “get through,” and so the task was to slot them into the available 25 or so class sessions. Often, I would include a disclaimer that the schedule was “subject to change,” but usually what I meant by that was that we might get behind in trying to cover material, and would have to adjust. The adjustments to the schedule rarely had to do with an in-semester assessment of where the class was in terms of meeting learning goals.
the first black Republican woman elected to Congress, and the first African American Senator ever to be directly elected from a Southern state. Scott was also the first black Senator from the South since 1881. The election of Scott, who identifies with Tea Party Republicans, raises several questions we will explore during these weeks: Is the rise of conservative politics epitomized by the Tea Party a new phenomenon? When did it begin and why? And why did the South go over 130 years without an African American Senator?

Weeks 13-15 Finally, we will consider the polarized popular reactions to protests that have taken place over the last several months in the aftermath of grand jury decisions in the cases of Michael Brown and Eric Garner, two black men killed by white police officers. Polls show a sharp divide in the way that black and white Americans perceive these two cases, which raises an interesting question for historians to ponder.

Given the election of Barack Obama to the White House in 2008, which prompted many observers to declare that the United States was entering a new “post-racial” era, why do opinions about these cases and protests remain so divided? Does historical perspective shed light on this, and if so, how?

How will my learning be assessed and graded?

To answer that question, I need to distinguish between assessments and grades.

Assessments are judgments about how well you are progressing towards mastering the learning objectives of our course. Both you and I should constantly be making informal assessments of your learning throughout the semester. I will share my assessments with you in several forms, including informal feedback on your Google Doc and a progress report at the ends of Weeks 3, 5, 9, 12, and 15. These progress reports, based on a holistic review of everything in your Google Doc, will focus exclusively on how far you have progressed to mastery of the five skills I discussed on page 3. I will also frequently invite you to share your self-assessments with me.

Anything you produce for this class—comments in class, text in your Google Doc, replies to my comments on the Doc, your final assignment—may be relevant to an assessment of your progress as a learner. I pledge to make sure that all assignments relate to the learning objectives. Also note that in this class, all students are “presumed ignorant until proven understanding.” That is, I can only base my assessment of your learning on specific evidence. Work on showing that you understand instead of telling me that you do.
Grades are formal certifications of your overall performance in a course, represented symbolically with letters that also correspond to numbers that the Registrar uses to calculate your GPA. I will only be giving you one of these, at the end of the semester, as required by the University. If you have demonstrated mastery of all five of the core learning objectives for the course, you will receive an A; if you demonstrate mastery of four, you will receive a B; three of the five, C; two of the five, D. If you demonstrate mastery of one or none of the skills, I will report this as an F.

Note that “mastery” of any objective depends on your completing every assignment I give you this semester; I cannot certify that you have mastered desired skills if you have not attempted to apply them to the full range of work and topics in this class.

Wait ... I only get one grade?

Yes, but remember that a grade is not the only kind of assessment. I will be giving you feedback throughout the semester about how well you are advancing towards mastery of our learning objectives.

I will also be giving you a detailed rubric that describes, for each of our learning objectives, what emerging practice, developing competence, and mastery look like. A draft of the rubric will be circulated and discussed in the first two weeks of class, and it will be finalized at the end of Week 5.

You should be making self-assessments of your own learning, too. After each of the formal progress reports I give you, I invite you to let me know if you believe that there is some relevant improvement in your work that I have missed. If done in good faith, such a dialogue between us can help clarify my expectations, reveal misunderstandings, and—most importantly—make new learning possible.

This approach to assessment may feel unfamiliar to you. You and I both are more used to grades based on “points,” “averages,” “curves,” and “percentages.” In this course, I’ve broken with that approach to grading because of several frustrations:

- Point-based grading schemes often end up assessing things that are only loosely related to your learning history, such as punctuality or talking a lot in class.
- Course grades based on averages of assignment grades often penalize early poor performance (which is to be expected when you are learning something new) or prematurely reward early good performance (which, as subsequent struggles may prove, often gives only circumstantial evidence of true understanding).
- A big red number or letter grade often distracts students from the more important, substantive feedback that follows.

† Throughout the semester, I am willing to read and seriously consider any self-assessment of your work (that is, to include it as part of what I assess) so long as it is guided by the rubric and the learning objectives.

If you proceed to mastery of all learning objectives, shouldn’t you get an “A” even if you didn’t “get it” early on? Conversely, if you seem to “get it” early on, but do not consistently demonstrate mastery, shouldn’t that be reflected in your final grade?
This semester, let’s work together to see if a different kind of grading and assessing is possible—one centered wholly on communicating with each other about how much you are learning and what you still need to work on.

**What happens if I miss a class or turn in something late?**

If you miss a class, you will learn less. If you turn in something late, you will receive little or no feedback from me on that assignment, because I have arranged my schedule around the deadlines. If you don’t turn things in at all, I won’t have any basis on which to assess your progress towards the learning objectives and no evidence that you have mastered them (which, from a grading perspective, is the same as not having mastered them).

**What if I need special learning accommodations?**

If you have a documented disability and would like to seek academic adjustments or accommodations, please speak with me confidentially in the first two weeks of class after registering with Disability Support Services∗ in the Allen Center.

**Does the Rice Honor Code apply to work in this class?**

The Honor Code† applies to everything you submit in this course. Plagiarism and other forms of intellectual dishonesty will be reported to the Honor Council; materials used as evidence must be clearly cited using conventions described in class. You should not collaborate with any other students on your Google Doc assignments, unless specifically told otherwise. You may consult the Center for Written, Oral and Visual Communication‡ for help with assignments, but any such help should be acknowledged.
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